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Foreword
It is a matter of great pleasure for me to express that Dr Kamal Nain Chopra,
has made a tremendous and commendable effort in writing this monograph on the
topic–Spintronics-Theoretical Analysis and Designing of Devices based on Giant
Magetoresistance, on which the availability of literature, especially at one place, is
the need of the hour for the DRDO scientists in particular, and the researchers and
academicians in general. Theoretical analysis of nearly all types of devices in this
category have been discussed in detail in this monograph, thereby making it very
useful indeed for the scientific community both in India and abroad. Prior to this,
very few attempts seem to have been made in presenting the different aspects of the
subject at one place, and therefore, this effort will certainly bridge the gaps between
the various types of research papers and literature on various novel aspects of this
fascinating field. An important feature of this monograph is that the recent research
important studies in the field have been presented and technically analysed.
The monograph should especially be useful for the designers and engineers of
Spintronics Devices, as the design aspects for the efficiency optimisation have been
presented and discussed at length. In addition, the monograph is expected to be
of immense utility for the budding researchers and scientists in the field, since it
provides a large number of theoretical and experimental results available in the
literature for them to have a clear understanding of the subject, and also to choose
the direction in which to move for carrying out research in this novel field. It is
my sincere wish that this monograpdh serves the researchers in enhancing their
inputs on the subject, and also their interest in making more concentrated efforts
in carrying out research in this rapidly evolving field.
Prof (Dr) Vipin Kumar Tripathi
Optoelectronics and Plasmas Group, Department of Physics
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

Preface
Spintronics, or spin electronics, is based on the controlling and manipulating
the spin degrees of freedom in solid-state systems. This monograph is the
culmination of the Thought Process started in the mind of the author, during his
association with Research Team in the Department of Physics, Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi, as a Research Scientist in the year 2010. It discusses the present
status of the subject regarding the progress in the techniques, applications and
the results of some recent researchers. The basic principles of the generation of
carrier spin polarization, spin dynamics, and spin-polarized transport have been
discussed. It is important to note that the spin transport is basically different from
the charge transport, as the spin in solids is dependent on the spin-orbit and
hyperfine coupling, and thus is a nonconserved quantity. This interesting subject
has been introduced in detail.
Spintronics as Spin-based Electronics, Main issues in Semiconductor
Spintronics, Magnetic Semiconductors, Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMSs),
and Alloys of a Nonmagnetic Semiconductor have been discussed briefly. Effect of
the Application of a Magnetic Field on the Energy Degeneracy and Measurement
of the Magnetic State of a Thin Epilayer have been explained. The topics like
‘Spinning electrons’ in semiconductor components, Advantages of the Property of
Spin for Spintronic Devices, and some Concepts connected with Spintronics have
been dealt with for bringing clarity to the readers. The concepts discussed include
Spin Transfer, Spin Transfer Torque, Spin-pumping Force and Spin Currents,
Tunneling Anisotropic Magnetoresistance, and Tunnel Magnetoresistance in
Semiconductor Magnetic Tunnel Junction, Spin-dependent Magnetoresistance in
all-semiconductor Heterostructure, and Magnetic Induced and Current Induced
Switching. Some fundamental studies like Magnetic Tunneling Junctions, their
types, and structures have been included in the text. The evolution of this interesting
field has been brought out explicitly. A review of the recent experimental results of
the researchers has been presented to apprise the readers with the likely applications.
Some new functions not possible with the conventional electronics and possible
in spintronics have been described, which are based on using external electric

and magnetic fields, and in some cases by illuminating with light. Applications of
Spintronics in various fields including Research and Quantum Computers, and the
fabrication of the Spintronics devices have also been described at length. Materials
Selection for the Device Fabrication, results of the experimental studies useful for
the designing of the materials with custom made characteristics required for the
spintronics devices, and some Important Experimental Breakthroughs useful for
Spintronics have been presented very briefly for the benefit of the designers and
the researchers, which can help them to read the required papers and develop the
understanding of the topics of their interest.
Spintronics is a new and emerging field, which can be considered as an
offshoot of electronics. It is based on the spin of electrons for the flow of current,
and not on the movement of electrons, which is the case with electronics. So, in a
way, the dawn of spintronics has resulted in a slight modification of the definition
of current, in that it can be present even in the absence of the flow of the electrons,
if there is a change in the spin of the electrons. Current Research, Recent Trends,
and Concluding Remarks about the subject have also been described for getting
the latest insight into the field. Technical Terms and the List of Acronyms used in
the field of Spintronics have been given at the end of the monograph to acquaint
the reader with Terminology.
Spintronics is developing at a very fast pace, and it should not be surprising if this
field competes with electronics and even takes a lead in the near future, especially
in the applications of storage devices and quantum computation. It is felt that this
topic should be incorporated in the syllabus of B Tech (Electronics), as a first step
which will pave the way for the award of a full-fledged degree course in the field
of ‘Spintronics’ in the future, by some university. The premier institutes like IISc,
Bangalore and IITs can take the initiative in this direction. The present Monograph
is an effort made in the direction of giving a fillip to the research activity in this
emerging field, and aims to help the researchers in understanding the (i) Design
aspects of the spintronics based devices for the optimized performance of these
devices by maximizing their efficiency, and (ii) technicalities of the experimental
investigations given in the literature. Thus, it is hoped that the monograph should
be useful to the new entrants in the field, and also the engineers and designers
engaged in the development of the spintronics based devices.
Delhi

KN Chopra
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Spintronics
1.1 Introduction

Spintronics is a new branch of electronics in which electron spin, in addition
to charge, is manipulated to yield a desired electronic outcome. All spintronic
devices act according to the simple scheme: (i) information is stored (written) into
spins as a particular spin orientation (up or down), (ii) the spins, being attached to
mobile electrons, carry the information along a wire, and (iii) the information is
read at a terminal. Spin orientation of conduction electrons survives for a relatively
long time (nanoseconds, compared to tens of femtoseconds during which electron
undergoes momentum and energy decay), which makes spintronic devices
particularly attractive for memory storage and magnetic sensors applications,
and, potentially for quantum computing where electron spin would represent a bit
(called qubit) of information.
It is clear that the field of spintronics is based upon the use of the direction
of spin of electrons rather than their charge (positive or negative). Spin-polarised
electrons can be considered to have two states; spin-up or spin-down, which can
be used to represent on and off state, respectively. It is important to note that most
of the successful researches in this field have only been at very low temperatures.
In the conventional semiconductors, the usage of electron is in a purely binary
proposition, i.e., electron's state represents only 0 or 1, and a set of eight bits can
represent every number (though singly) between 0 and 255. Spintronics makes use
of quantum bits, called qubits which exploit the ‘spin up’ and ‘spin down’ states as
superpositions of 0 or 1, and also possesses the ability to represent every number
between 0 and 255 simultaneously.
1.2 Concepts of Spintronics and its Applications

It is interesting to note that all the magnetoelectronic devices like memory
elements, read heads, and industrial sensors make use of the unique properties of
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magnetic materials. Their working is based on the Magnetoresistance (MR) effect,
which is dependent on the relative orientation of the magnetisation in the magnetic
layers. These devices utilise the device resistance changes from small values for
parallel magnetisations to very large values for anti-parallel magnetisations,
to sense changes in magnetic fields. Since, the electron's magnetic momentum
is proportional to its spin, spintronics is intrinsically linked to magnetism.
This change in resistance is used to sense changes in magnetic fields. Concepts of
spintronics can be understood on the basis of Fig. 1.1.
Spintronics (Spin + Charge)
Spin

Semiconductor (Charge)

Photo Charge

Magnetic materials (Spin)

Spintronics

Application
HDD (Hard Disc Drive)
Read head

MRAM (Magnetic Random
Access memory)*

Spin-FET (Spin - Field Effect Transistor)**

FM1 semiconductor FM2
M. Johnson. IEEE Spectrum,
2000, 37.
S. Datta & B. Das. Appl.Phys. Letts., 1990, 56.

GMR
Large TMR + Low R
Large CPP-GMR

Huge TMR

High spin injection efficiency
into semiconductor

* TMR : Tunnel Magnetoresistance
** CPP-GMR : Current Perpendicular to Plane-Giant Magnetoresistance

Figure 1.1. Concept of spintronics and some of its applications.
Source: Johnson1, M. Spectrum and Datta2, S. & Das B., Appl. Phys. Letts.

A spin polarised current can be generated in a very simple way by passing
the current through a ferroelectric material. However, this can work only if the
ferroelectric is in the form of a single crystal, as only such a crystal filters the
electrons uniformly. It is interesting to know that one can also make a spin sensitive
detector by putting a ferroelectric filter in front of a simple device like, transistor.
It is clear that a current is passed in case the two magnetic fields are aligned (i.e.,
parallel). In case of an opposed spin state, i.e., anti-parallel, there is no passage of
current because the resistance of the whole system is very much higher.
The most important application of spintronics is in the field of mass storage
devices. It is very satisfying to note that just after the dawn of this century – in 2002,
IBM scientists succeeded in compressing massive amounts of data into a small area
~ one trillion bits per square inch. With the advent of spintronics, it has become
possible to double the bandwidth of the cable. This is achieved by putting a pair of
2
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signals in a single wire, by using spin-polarised electrons and producing different
signals for spin-up electrons and spin-down electrons. There are also some radical
devices that have a unit in between these states that does some processing to the
current of electrons, dependent on the spin states.
One of the most successful spintronic devices is the spin value, which utilises
a layered structure of magnetic materials, and has the ability of displaying a large
sensitivity to magnetic fields. This is based on the principle that it allows all the
electrons through in the presence of a magnetic field, but few with some spins in
the absence of such a field. Because of its sensitivity to very weak fields, it is widely
used as the transducer in computer hard disk drive heads since the dawn of this
century. It is considered that this technology of ‘Spintronics’ will lead to devices
that consume massively less power than traditional electronics. One of the most
important breakthroughs reported in the Journal Nature, is that the researchers
have been able to manipulate and detect the quantum mechanical state of spinpolarised electrons in silicon even at room temperature. The added attraction of
this observation is that silicon is already widely used in existing chip fabrication
processes. The possibility of altering and reading the state at room temperature
has a great potential, as any future mass-market spintronic devices would need to
operate at room temperature. The spintronic devices are of tremendous use in the
silicon-based chips, because of the fact that they consume very less power, and also
generate less heat.
Spintronic devices are particularly attractive for memory storage and
magnetic sensor applications, and also have potential for quantum computing.
Difficult materials challenges must be overcome to fabricate a semiconductorbased electronic device where the spin controls the characteristics. When
combining magnetic materials with semiconductors in a single device, it is
important to create a close contact. Another challenge is the spin-injection, or
the creation of a spin packet in the semiconductor. ‘Quantum computation’ is
one of the most ambitious applications of the electron spin, in which, the spins
are dealt with as a very promising quantum effect. The spins of the electrons
are expected to play an important role in the quantum computers, as they can
be used as qubits or quantum bits. However, the research in this direction
is in its early days.
1.3 Spinning Electrons in Semiconductor Components

The electron has an intrinsic angular momentum with a spin valve equal to
half, which can be either spin-up or spin-down. In case of standard electronic
devices, the electric current consists of equal numbers of spin-up and spin-down
electrons. Electronic devices can be made to function on the spin of the carriers
rather than on the charge, by disturbing this equality of the numbers of spin-up
3

